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on the contrary, jailbreak developers have to deal with unwanted apple questions from people who
think it is okay to pirate apps. the moral authority theyre supposed to espouse isnt one theyre
actually willing to follow. they want all of the credit for unmodified jailbreak tweaks and then wont
actually do the work. there arent just two camps within the jailbreak community anymore. most
people realize that piracy isnt morally sound. pretty much everyone realizes that copy-pasting code
without credit and then pretending like youre the one who did it is no different than buying a
counterfeit wallet and then pretending to be its original owner. if youre looking to jailbreak your
iphone, ipad or ipod touch, use a legitimate tool. if youre looking to pirate a jailbreak tweak, you
should be doing it a legitimate, legal way. don’t be a troll. stop stealing and get a life. it’s your
iphone. more over,likespringtomize could potentially boost the popularity of cydia as a repository of
modifications. one could argue that a cydia with a ton of applications and tweaks is preferable to
simply having tweaks that are incompatible with each other. there were rumors that apple would be
removing the cydia store in the near future, which would presumably make use of a jailbreak a
necessity. however, apple stated that the cydia store was not planned for removal. if nothing else, if
you cant afford a jailbroken ios device, you should be doing a great disservice to society by using
pirated copies of springtomize, themes, and apps. in fact, youre actually doing more harm than
good.
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you can also add apps and files in the home screen widgets and you can access the widgets from the
springboard. your springboard can look different from your icons, and your widgets can contain a
variety of different content (such as a clock or an application). you can also customise the battery
icon with a custom icon, and you can add or remove certain apps from the home screen too. if you
want to remove an app, you don't have to go to the app in the springboard. just open springtomize
and you can see the apps that you have removed and you just tap and hold the app, and it'll give

you the option to remove it. if you like the tweak, just head over to the cydia store and check out the
available cydia apps. you can also visit one of our other favorite sources for a lot of other great cydia
tweaks. the tweak is completely jailbreak compatible. by default, the tweak adds 20 widgets to your
home screen. i've seen a dozen tweaks that display widgets on your home screen, and almost all of

them can be found on cydia. the default number of apps is 16, and you can also add as many
widgets as you want. just add more widgets in the same manner as adding an app, and you'll find
the option in the tweak. you can also easily delete widgets, tap and hold, and then you can just

select the option to delete it. this newly released tweak will make sure that multi-level folders in the
home screen and in spotlight are visible from the top to the bottom. and to create this functionality,
you just need to set a slider on your device. tapping on the slider takes you to the next level. if you

like this feature, you can use this to make your home screen attractive. 5ec8ef588b
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